This paper focuses on the prediction of real-world talk attendances at academic conferences with respect to different influence factors. We study and discuss the predictability of talk attendances using real-world face-to-face contact data and user interests extracted from the users' previous publications. For our experiments, we apply RFID-tracked talk attendance information captured at the ACM Conference on Hypertext and Hypermedia 2011. We find that contact and similarity networks achieve comparable results, and that combining these networks helps to a limited extent to improve the prediction quality.
INTRODUCTION
Academic conferences facilitate scientific exchange, collaboration and innovation, e. g., fostered by social contacts and interesting talks. A major task for conference attendees is the selection of talks relevant to their research. Conference guidance systems such as Conference Navigator [27] and CONFERATOR [4, 5] , support this with the possibility of creating a personalized schedule. Picking talks manually, however, may become complex due to the large amount of available talks at a conference. Furthermore, conversations with other attendees and changes in the conference schedule can influence the talk selection.
Recommendation components of conference guidance systems can support their users by presenting suggestions of talks which the system determined as most interesting for the respective user. Such recommendations influence the user's decision e. g., due to recommended talks which were otherwise not considered. Therefore, recommender systems should ideally always be evaluated in an online scenario, where influence is part of the evaluation.
In this paper, we focus on the predictability of real talk attendances, i. e., we try to find models imitating the actual decision process without recommendation influence. However, online recommender evaluation options are often not available. In such contexts, it is reasonable to evaluate recommender systems on a prediction setting. This is partially valid since good predictions are also good recommendations to the extent that the user does not repent the predicted decisions. Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. HT ' For our evaluation, we use real-world talk attendance data which was collected using the CONFERATOR system. The CONFERATOR applies active RFID technology developed by the SocioPatterns consortium (http://www.sociopatterns.org) for the localization as well as for the measurement of face-to-face contacts between researchers during the conference, e. g., during the coffee breaks. Given such RFID data and collected content information of scientific papers, we derive a set of social interaction networks [3] . Based on these, we investigate the potential of social contact information and content-similarity for predicting real-world talk attendance decisions. In particular, we analyze the potential of combining different information sources for improving the overall prediction quality. Our contribution can be summarized as follows:
1. We present the first study about the predictability of visited talks at academic conferences on real world data. 2. We analyze different influence factors concerning the predictability of talks at academic conferences. In particular, we study the influence of face-to-face contacts and user interest on the talk attendance decision. 3. We consider and adapt state-of-the-art unsupervised link prediction methods for the talk prediction problem 4. We present an in-depth analysis of talk attendance predictability using different performance metrics and investigate the influence of different interaction networks, e. g., derived from social contact and content information, for this task. The rest of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses related work. Section 3 gives a detailed overview of the RFID setup and the collected dataset. In Section 4, we discuss the algorithms used for the prediction task. After that, Section 5 presents a detailed evaluation using the dataset collected at ACM Hypertext 2011. Finally, Section 6 summarizes our results.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we discuss related work concerning the talk prediction problem at academic conferences.
Analysis of Human Contact Patterns
The analysis of offline social networks, focusing on human contacts, has been largely neglected. [12, 14] presented an analysis of proximity information collected by devices based on Bluetooth communication. However, in all these experiments it was not possible to detect reliable face-to-face contacts. The SocioPatterns collaboration developed an infrastructure that detects face-to-face proximity (1-1.5 meters) of individuals [9] . One of the first experiments using this kind of proximity tags was done by by Cattuto et al. in [2] . In [19] the authors analyzed the connection between research interests, roles and academic jobs of conference attendees.
An extended version of this article can be found in [24] 
Talk Recommendation and Prediction
Content-based and collaborative-filtering approaches [1] are common for general recommendation tasks. Collaborative filtering methods utilize common item ratings of users, while content-based recommenders make use of properties of the recommended items. For the specific case of talk recommendation, items are talks, while author, title, and abstract are content-properties.
Minkov et al. [21] as well as Pham et al. [22] simulated talk attendances and collected explicit user feedback in form of questionnaires about the generated recommendations. Minkov et al. [21] trained a RankSVM [16] classifier by supervision from a training part of their user feedback and evaluated on a test set. They combine a content-based approach with a collaborative dimensionality reduction that is optimized across users. [22] apply contentboosted collaborative filtering. They calculate similar users according to common co-authors and commonly bookmarked talks in the conference management system Conference Navigator [27] . Lee and Brusilovsky [17] apply boosted collaborative filtering to Conference Navigator bookmarks. They calculate most similar users based on a weighted average of Jaccard coefficients on common coauthors and commonly referenced publications. They provide two textual example statements from evaluation forms but no quantitative evaluation. In contrast, we quantitatively test the predictability of real talk attendances in an RFID-based dataset.
DATASETS
In the following section, we first outline the active RFID technology that we used to collect the RFID datasets. Next, we describe the collected data in more detail.
RFID-Setup.
At the Hypertext 2011 conference we asked each participant to wear an active RFID tag. One decisive factor of these active RFID tags is the possibility to detect other active RFID tags within a range of up to 1.5 meters, which allows us to create human face to face contact networks. We call these active RFID tags proximity tags in the following. Each proximity tag sends out tracking signals to RFID readers placed at fixed positions in the conference area. These tracking signals are used to transmit proximity information to a central server and for determining the position of each conference participant [23] [20] . For more information about the proximity tags we refer to Barrat et al [7] .
Face-to-Face Contact Data.
We collected the face-to-face contact data at the 22 nd ACM Conference on Hypertext and Hypermedia 2011 (HT 2011) in Eindhoven. Table 1 provides a summary on the characteristics of the collected face-to-face proximity dataset. The contact length distribution, diameter, average degree, and average path length of G are similar to the results presented in [6, 15] . For more details on the applied dataset, we refer to, e. g., [10] and [19] .
HT 2011 Talk Attendance Data.
For our analysis, we focus on the parallel talks at HT 2011. Overall, 14 parallel talks took place in two rooms. For our prediction analysis it is essential to determine whether or not a participant attended a talk. Therefore, we installed one RFID reader in each conference room. Whenever we detected a signal of a participant in a conference room we know that this participant must have been in this room and determine the attendance information accordingly. Overall, we observed 359 visited talks from 53 conference participants.
Full-Text Data.
For our prediction task, we also consider the content of all papers. For each conference participant, we crawled all papers that are listed in DBLP since 2006. In total, we crawled 707 papers. With the full-text data we created bag-of-words models representing the paper profiles of each participant. For the participants' bagof-words-model construction, we used the Porter Stemmer algorithm [26] and removed all stop words.
ALGORITHMS
In this section, we describe the algorithms used for the prediction of talks at academic conferences. Focusing on unsupervised methods, we use the Hybrid Rooted PageRank algorithm, an extension of the rooted PageRank algorithm, for prediction.
Rooted PageRank
The rooted PageRank predictor (RPR) [18] is an adaptation of the PageRank algorithm [8] for the link prediction task. The rooted PageRank predictor score between participants r and y is defined by the stationary probability distribution of participant y under the following random walk [18] :
• With probability ↵, jump to r.
• With probability 1 ↵, jump to a random neighbor of the current node. For the weighted rooted PageRank (WRPR) predictor, the random walk selects a random neighbor n of the current node c with probability w(c,n) 
The Hybrid Rooted PageRank Method
In this section, we describe the Hybrid Rooted PageRank algorithm, first presented in [10] . This algorithm is an unsupervised machine learning method and extends the rooted PageRank algorithm. Hybrid Rooted PageRank combines the information of different networks. To do so, it computes the stationary distribution of nodes under the following random walk: In each step, the walk jumps to root node r with probability ↵; with probability 1 ↵ the walk selects a given network with respect to a given probability distribution. From the current node c, a link in this network is then selected to a random neighbor n of node c with probability
is the weight of the edge (c, d). If no link exists in the chosen network (i.e., if the node is isolated), then the algorithm jumps back to the root node. In this way, one can integrate different networks for the prediction of links.
EVALUATION
In this section, we analyze the predictability of talk attendance at academic conferences. Specifically we study the influence of faceto-face contacts and user interests on this prediction problem. Furthermore, we consider combinations of different knowledge sources given as social interaction networks.
Evaluation Method
For our talk prediction task, we use AUC [13] to evaluate a global ranking. For each triple of two parallel talks t1 and t2 and a talk attendee, we calculate two predictor scores, one for t1 and one for t2. This generates a ranking of all positive and negative decisions for predicting a talk. AUC evaluation rewards a predictor's ability to rank correct decisions before wrong decisions according to the ground truth. An ideal predictor ranks all correct decisions above all wrong predictions and achieves thus an AUC score of 1.0, while a purely random predictor achieves a score of 0.5.
Predictability of Talk Attendance
In this subsection we study and discuss the predictability of talk attendance at academic conferences.
Talk and Session Attendance Statistics
We first present statistics about the talk and session attendance behavior at HT 2011 for the parallel talks. Overall, the 53 conference participants attended 194 sessions. Most of the participants did not change a session during HT 2011. At this conference, only in 7% ( 14 194 ) of all cases, the corresponding participant changed the session. In 69%( 134 194 ) of all cases the participants visited all talks of the session.
Influence Factors of Talk Attendance Using Face-To-Face Contact Networks
In this section, we study the influence of conference face-to-face contacts on the attendance of talks. In particular, we analyze the probability that two participants attended the same talk, based on the current face-to-face contact behavior between these two participants. In the following, we apply a t-test for determining the significance of our observations and plot the 95% confidence intervals of the results. First, we assume that there exists no face-to-face contact between two conference participants until the start of talk t. In Figure 1 (a), we observe that the probability is nearly random (i. e., probability is 50.8%) that these two participants visit the same talk t, if there exists no prior face-to-face contact. In addition, we analyze the probability that two participants visit the same talk, when there exists a face-to-face contact till the end of the conference. We observe that the probability here is slightly increased (probability is 55.5%) to attend the same talk, if there will exist a face-to-face contact till the end of the conference. It is interesting to see that the probability is 58.74%, if already a prior face-to-face contact exists, before the talk starts. This result highlights the influence of faceto-face contacts on the talk attendance. Furthermore, we analyzed whether a face-to-face contact during the coffee break will influence the probability to attend the same talk of the next session. In Figure 1(a) , we see that that the probability is 65.5% to attend the same talk of the next session, if there exists a face-to-face contact in the coffee-break before the session.
In addition, we consider the connection between a participant and the presenter of a talk. We study here, whether a participant p will attend the talk of this presenter q, when there exists a face-toface contact between participants p and q. In Figure 1(b) , we plot the probability to join the talk of presenter q, given that there exists a face-to-face contact with presenter q with a minimum contact duration of t 20 seconds. We observe that the probability is 61% that participant p attends the talk of presenter q, when there exists a face-to-face contact between participants p and q. Note that the probability is 50.8% if there exists no face-to-face contact. Focusing more and more on stronger ties (contacts greater than a given threshold) between these two participants we see that the probability increases almost linearly to attend the talk of presenter q. The Here we plot the probability that two participants visit the same talk, given that 1. there is a face-to-face contact in the coffee break before the next talk is going to start, 2. there exists a face-to-face contact before the next talk is going to start 3. there exists a face-to-face contact till the end of the conference, 4. there exists no face-to-face contact.
(b) Given a face-to-face contact between participant p and a presenter q. The y-axis shows the probability that participant p visits the talk of presenter q. The x-axis defines here the minimum contact duration between participants p and q.
probability to attend the talk reaches 77.78%, if there exists a faceto-face contact with duration greater than 960 seconds.
Predictability of Talk Attendance based on User Interests
We also investigated to what extent conference participants at HT 2011 decided for their attended talks based on the topics of the talks. This is motivated by the general conception that, next to social interactions, personal interest in the presented topics is another major influence factor for talk attendance decisions. We simply assume that personal interest is reflected by previous publications. Although this introduces limitations with respect to novel upcoming topics, it is based on observable facts. We downloaded all accessible publications of a user with a publication date before the beginning of the conference. From these, we counted word occurrences into bag-of-word models. All bag-of-word models were generated after removing stopwords, stemming word tokens using the porter stemmer, and tf-idf weighting. In the most simple setup, we estimate similarities between a visitor's interest and the topic of a talk by calculating the cosine similarity between the respective bag-of-word vectors. For each user and time slot, we predict the talk with the higher cosine similarity to the participants' interest model. In order to avoid further influence factors in our experiments, we evaluate content-based influence on a core of our dataset. In this core, only those 51 out of the original 53 users are retained, for which we were able to download at least one prior publication. To model topics of talks, we build bag-of-word vectors directly from the presented papers in the proceedings. For additional experiments, we also limit to bag-of-word models derived only from abstracts or paper titles.
Motivated by the intuition that people might make their talk attendance decisions based on one or two talks rather than on all talks of the session, and that participants do not change sessions, we also predict talk attendance session-wise. We tried two session-wise options for prediction. For the first option, we predict the session with the higher maximum similarity of all talks in the respective session. For the second option, we choose the session with the higher average talk similarity. Figure 3 depicts the area under the ROC curve results for the ranked list of all 337 individual decisions of each certain participant for a certain talk. For building up this global ranking, we first normalized all cosine scores of each particular person and time-slot by dividing by their sum.
As can be seen from Figure 3 , session-wise prediction constantly achieves superior AUC scores. This is in accordance to our finding that only few people change between parallel sessions. This can be interpreted as an indication that the decision of a participant for one of the session is usually a consideration of one or more of the most interesting talks. For the global prediction ranking measured by the AUC, the average attendee-talk similarity constantly results in the best results.
It can also be seen that, with title-based models, the maximum predictor scores much lower than with paper or abstract based models. This may be due to sparsity leading to to wrong decisions based on few overly weighted word matches in one of the talks' titles.
Interestingly, the results with abstract-based talk models constantly compare favorably to full-paper models in all settings. Potential explanations are the summarizing character of abstracts and the fact that people often do not have the opportunity to read the full paper before choosing the talk to attend. In order to decrease sparsity problems, we also experimented using dimensionality reduction like for example used by [25] which is similar to Latent Semantic Indexing [11] . However, the results did not lead to a clear improvement.
Predictability of Talk Attendance Using the Hybrid Rooted PageRank Predictor
In this section, we analyze the predictability of talk attendance using a combination of different networks. For this analysis, we use the Hybrid Rooted PageRank (HRPR) algorithm (see section 4.2) as predictor. The advantage of this algorithm is that we can analyze and compare the predictive power of different networks and combinations of these networks. Using the HRPR-algorithm, we combine the information of the paper-similarity network, the aggregated face-to-face contact network (of the coffee break before the next talk is going to start), and the presenters face-to-face contact network. The structure of these graphs is illustrated in Figure 2 . Note that the hybrid rooted random walk selects a network with respect to a given probability distribution P = (p1, p2, p3).
In our experiments, we studied all parameter combinations with p1+p2+p3 = 1 and p1, p2, p3 2 {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, . . . , 1.0}. Assume we want to predict, whether participant p attends talk t1 or talk t2. The predicted talk is then given by the talk ti, where pi is the presenter of talk ti, pj the presenter of talk tj and HRP R(p, pi) > HRP R(p, pj).
We start by analyzing the predictive power for each network separately. In Figure 4 (a), we observe that the paper-similarity network performs best with an AUC-value of 0.630. Using just the face-toface contact network of the coffee-break does not work as well as using the paper-similarity network. Here the AUC-value is 0.596. In contrast to the coffee break's face-to-face contact network, the presenter network contains just the links from the presenter of the next talk that is going to start. We observe that using just the presenters face-to-face contact network does not perform very well and works worse than using just the face-to-face contact network. This is because most participants do not have a face-to-face contact to a presenter before the presenter's talk starts. Hence, the presenter network is rather sparse and does not provide major predictive power on its own. The AUC-value for the presenter network is 0.474. In this context, the observation that the face-to-face contact network works better than the presenter networks suggests that links between participants help to improve the predictive power.
Furthermore, we analyze, whether the combination of different networks increases the predictability of talk attendance at academic conferences. In Figure 4 (a), we observe that the best result can be obtained by combining the information of all networks. However, the increase of predictability by combining the information of different networks is rather small, and we do not know the parameter combinations leading to the best results. The result just gives an indication that a combination can help to increase prediction quality. In our analysis, we handle the presenter network as an additional network. This gives us the possibility to weight a link between a participant and presenter separately. We observe here that the predictability could not be increased when we combine the presenter network and the face-to-face contact network.
In Section 5.2.1, we observed that most participants visited all talks in one session. It was also unlikely that a participant changed a session. Despite this observation, it is natural to assume that a participant is not interested in each talk of one session. We argue here that, in most cases, at most one or two talks of a session are the cause for attending the session. Therefore, for each network, we merge the nodes of all presenters in one session. The merged nodes thus represent the whole session. The weight vectors for inand out-going edges are calculated as the re-normalized sum of the respective individual nodes' weight vectors. Results of the experiments with the merged network are depicted in Figure 4(b) . Compared to Figure 4(a) , we observe a clear increase in talk prediction quality. Considering the best tested parameter combinations, the AUC score increases from 0.638 to 0.703.
We also observe that, for each parameter combination, combining all networks performs better, when we merge the presenter nodes. Unlike the model where we do not merge the presenter nodes of one session, we observe that the combination of the presenter network and the face-to-face contact network increases the prediction quality significantly, when we merge the presenter nodes. Considering the best parameter combinations for the presenter and face-to-face contact network, the prediction quality increases from 0.61 to 0.685 AUC.
A further interesting point is that a minimal fraction of the faceto-face contact network or paper-similarity network increases the predictive power of the presenters face-to-face contact network from 0.61 to 0.661 and 0.655. To our surprise, this trend can not be observed for the face-to-face contact network results.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we analyzed the predictability of talk attendance at academic conferences. Specifically, we studied the influence of face-to-face contacts and user interests on the talk attendance. We showed that the probability of two participants attending the same talk is nearly random, if there exists no contact before the talk is going to start. In this context, the probability (that two participants attend the same talk) is significantly increased if there exists a contact in the break before the talk. Next, we analyzed the influence of user interests on talk attendance. We observed, that prediction based on user-interest alone achieves better results than prediction based solely on face-to-face contact data. We showed that a combination of different networks helps to further improve the prediction accuracy. However, the increase of predictability was rather small. Another important observation is that the combination of all information belonging to one session, i. e., merging the presenter nodes, significantly improves prediction accuracy. : AUC values for the talk prediction task using the Hybrid Rooted PageRank as predictor. The x-axis represents the probability to choose the paper-similarity network in the random walk of HRP R, the y-axis the probability to choose the presenter network. The probability to choose the coffee-break network is then defined as 1-x-y. The z-axis displays the AUCvalue for the defined (by the x and y axes) parameter combinations. In (a) we present the predictability-results, without merging the presenter nodes, in (b) we merge the presenter notes.
